
BST Minutes 
8/03/00, 1:30 pm-3: 15 pm 
Minutes taken by Charese at UAA 
 
Present:  Charese, Karen, Carolyn, Suzanne, Saichi, Mike G., Janet, Cheryl, Brigitte, Lori, Ann, Gail, Becky, 
Colleen, Mary 
 
1) Reports from Work Teams: 

 
Course Schedule & Catalog 
 Haven’t met; nothing to report. 
 
Registration & Add/Drop—Mtg 8/14 & 15 in Fbx 

Developing strategic plan for the face-to-face on August 14; the draft is being looked over. 
Attendees who haven’t told Ann their arrival and departure times should do so as soon as possible. 
JJ wants to attend all or part of that meeting; she is waiting for approval to do that. 
Colleen has set up a registration listserv (Reg-L); anyone who wants to be on it please tell Colleen. 

 
Unofficial Transcripts—testing, form and web feedback 

Rolled on Monday to PROD; parameters sent to Academic History Work Team. 
Form to report on testing will be on web. 
Some addresses not are not appearing. 
Marked holds they want to appear; included those affecting transcripts. 
The product remains unnamed. 
PWSCC logo will be added. 
There seems to be a problem with cookies. 
When web was discussed at BCT, they said students who have technical problems with it should 
contact their campus IT Services help desk first, to allow them to track problems.  Discussion of how a 
student will know the difference between a technical problem that can be handled by IT and a 
registration or admission problem that requires help from one of those offices. 
Web—Designer URL:  Goal is to establish a well-known, easy-to-use URL. 

 
Admissions 
 Nothing to report. 
 
Fee Payment 
 Haven’t met, but Karen wants answers to the questions she posed to SCT consultants during their visit 

and again when Statewide representatives visited UAA.  Mike Bates will be asked about the trip report 
and credit-card payment decision. 

 
CAPP 
 Currently going over technical issues, report formats. 

Testing and entry on associates degrees. 
Two requests:  1) Insert and delete course attributes, 2) Copy rules from one instance to another 

 
Security 
 Went through all validation forms that allow only programmers to update them. 

Need a new Banner class and a new superclass. 
May need to build a Grad School Class and System Administrator Class. 
Discussion about combined registration and payment access for temporary userids during walk-in 
registration; please send suggestion/requirements to the Security Team so they can discuss at the next 
meeting. 

 
2) Requests:  None 
 

Project Requests:  None 
 



Received Project Requests:  None 
 
3) Known system down time:  Please refer to Planning Schedule dated August 2. 

 
8-17-00: go-no go date for 4x— 

ITC meets in Fairbanks on August 17, will discuss going to 4x.  Will discuss issues, readiness, etc.  Will 
make final decision:  either go as planned or postpone until February. 

 
Mike talked about form servers plan; doing internal testing of GUI vs. web next week.  Discussed stress-
testing web, waiting for server to be put in place. 

 
 
4) JJ— SSASECT: results of research into modifying in 4x to be able to change part-of-term dates (request 

from 6/22/ meeting). 
JJ says it would not be difficult to “unfix the fix” if that’s what the Catalog/Schedule Work Team wants. 
Since Bec and Jason were not at this BST meeting, Charese will ask them if they want to have a work-
team meeting about it; work team should send task request if they want it done. 

 
5) Other items as time permits: 
 
 Discussed whether GOAEMAL data should be placed in RPTS instance.  Vote was yes, so the request will 

be put in. 
 

Student—permanent testers? (MikeG) 
Permanent testers (and alternates) should be assigned for Student, as for Financial Aid.  Work teams 
please decide who will do this, and send lists (ID, name, campus, application) to Mike G. 

 
Use of SOUNDEX (Saichi) 

There had been discussion of automatically enforcing the use of SOUNDEX searches in 4x (to help 
prevent duplicate PIDM creation), but that automatic enforcement appears not to be as easy as first 
thought.  Discussion of campuses making SOUNDEX searching mandatory via workflows.  Comments 
about drawbacks of SOUNDEX searches.  Mike G will send more information. 

 
Fixes—see JJ’s attachment 

Please let JJ know if there is anything critical on that list; tell her what the impact will be so she can use 
this information for justification. 

 
Security—Super, Super class….? (AnnT) 

Discussion of creating a System Administrator Class, to which the person in Saichi’s position would 
have access.  It would allow maintenance of certain tables. 

  
Review the current status of the task lists for each of the work teams in order to get an ideal where we are 
in  the projects.  I am sure we will be asked to give an update to the ITC as well as an update to Mike 
Sfraga for the SAC. (Jack). 

Jack needs web and CAPP information particularly. 
 
GLAEXTR--Reverting to version 3.1.2 of this form, as recommended by SCT, to eliminate problem of users 
being unable to make additions/deletions to pop sel extracts unless they are both the user and creator of 
the pop sel. 

Agreement that this change is wanted.  JJ doesn’t think this will be a big deal; she’ll determine whether 
it can be done within the “10 minutes or less” ad-hoc request requirements. 

 
JJ is still trying to move things from PREP to PROD (her e-mail message of 7/19 follows): 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
This is a reminder to check out the following in PREP: 
1. SCT paper fixes to forms:  sfaregs, shacrse, shainst, shataeq 
2. Navigation fixes to forms:  sraquik, shadegr 



With Banner 4x coming, the forms in prep will be overwritten. 
3. Mods to ssr9aly, scr9ult [this one has problems], sfr2pre, ssp2ovr, ssr2dnl 
Since these changes are UA changes, they will still be available after 4x goes to PREP in late August.  
The 2 clones, ssr9aly and scr9ult, will then be based on the 4x versions of ssrtaly and scrbult.  We plan 
to include the changes now in PREP, so please check them out. 
4. Improvements to 2 views.  These are scheduled to go to PROD August 5.  sfv2std, shv2std (this now 
has deans list and academic standing fields) 
------------------------------------------------- 

Plan is to move sfr2act to PROD tonight. 
 
Also, JJ has been assigned two new projects: 

1) Find out which forms are “resource hogs”—those that take a long time to accept data or do 
queries in character mode.  Please e-mail your list of candidates to JJ right away. 

2) Find top 20% of forms used—Which do people think are most important?  Which do people use 
every day?  Please-mail your list to JJ by early next week so they can test these forms. 

 
End 


